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Winemaking Philosophy
Lawrence Dunham Vineyards creates hand crafted wines that are a reflection of its special place. Our
philosophy of wine making is to choose the right location, select the perfect vines and meticulously
manage the vineyard, letting nature do its magic with as little intervention as possible.
We let the fruit speak for itself.
Our Rhone‐varietal grapes are flourishing in the volcanic soils of our 5,000‐foot elevation southeastern
Arizona estate in the Chiricahua Mountain foothills along Ash Creek. We selected this location for its
quality environment, clean air, pure water, great soils, mountain breezes, and four season climate.
Chiricahua means “Great Mountain” in Apache. The area is an inactive volcanic range twenty miles
wide and forty miles long; the largest mountain range in the “Sky Island” region. The Chiricahua
wilderness area is home to a fascinating diversity of plant and animal life and some of the Southwest’s
most spectacular geology. From rock pinnacles in the Chiricahua National Monument that the Apaches
called “The Land of the Standing‐Up Rocks” to the Turkey Creek Caldera; the geology of this special
place will impart unique nuances to our wines.
We are passionate about life and sharing adventures with family and friends. Lawrence Dunham
Vineyards is our biggest adventure yet. Getting into the wine business was somewhat serendipitous. All
of our vacations together have been to wine growing regions around the world.
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We loved walking through the vineyards in Burgundy and sitting in a small barn on barrels sharing a
bottle of wine with a winemaker in Dundee, Oregon hearing stories about the harvest, the grapes, and
their lives. These experiences were precious moments that when woven together brought us to this
point in time. We invite you to share this magical place we call home, and experience the unique wines
of Lawrence Dunham Vineyards.
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